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0. SWITCHING ON AND OFF

001

1. Main switch
With the lockable main switch 001 on the right of the electric cabinet
the entire electric installation
is connected to the mains,
resp. disconnected from the mains.

For accident preventation
always switch OFF the main switch 001
when carrying out service works!

5.0.1.
S55-400-ATC

0. SWITCHING ON AND OFF

S55-400-ATC

Battery case

2. Replacement of the batteries
2.1. Replacement of the battery for the CNC400 control
The battery for the data back-up for the CNC400 with switched-off machine,
has to be replaced yearly as follows:
See GE FANUC 16i MB manual!

5.0.2.
5.0.2.1.
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2.2. Replacement of the battery for the tool changer
The battery for the data back-up for the tool changer with switched-off machine,
has to be replaced every 2 years as follows:
 Machine and tool changer ON

Attention! If the tool changer is switched-off

during the battery replacement,
all introduced parameter values
and all built-in options will be lost!

 Open the control cabinet for the tool changer
 Replace the lithium battery (ER3S 0.5A 3.6V)
 Close the control cabinet for the tool changer

1. KINEMATICS

S55-400-ATC

6
2
1

1. Lower part (base and column)
All movements of the slides are automated with electric motors.
The feed screws used are freely moving recirculating-ball screws.

1.1. Table slide X-axis
The adjustments of the table slide
are made through the recirculating-ball screw 2
driven through a belt drive
by the motor 1 mounted in front of the base.

1.2. Transverse slide Y-axis
The adjustments of the transverse slide
are made through the recirculating-ball screw 5
driven through a belt drive by the motor 6
fitted to the right side of the movable cross beam.

5

5.1.1.
5.1.1.2.
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4

1.3. Movable cross beam W-axis
The adjustment of the grinding head with the movable cross beam
are made through the recirculating-ball screws 4.
The screws are driven by worm gears,
driven themselves by a common drive shaft
by means of the drive motor 3 mounted on the right column.

1.4. The slide guides
The slide guides are exactly square with each other
and are protected by concertina-type covers
to prevent the entry of dirt.
They ensure accurate and parallel slide adjustments.
The slides always rest fully on the guides
over the entire range of adjustment.
The table rests on a hydrostatic guiding
which force can be adjusted according to the weight of the workpiece.
Special load-relieving rollers in the intermediate slide
carry some of the weight of the grinding head,
so the guides are freed of some of the "carrying work".

3

5.1.1.3.
5.1.1.4.
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1. KINEMATICS
2. Grinding head
Accommodated in the grinding head
are all the elements for the movement cycles
in the three axes of adjustment Z, C and U of the grinding spindle.

2.1. Z-axis
The stroke movement of the grinding-spindle sleeve 40
is made with the movement of the driver plate 34,
which in turn is driven by the following two adjusting devices.

2.1.1. Hand drive
The handwheel 36 acts through a spur gear on the rack 35,
which is connected to the driver plate 34.

2.1.2. Hydraulic drive
The double-acting hydraulic cylinder 32.
with the built-on pneumatic weight-compensating cylinder,
acts with its piston rod direct on the driver plate 34.

S55-400-ATC

5.1.2.
5.1.2.1.2.
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2.2. C-axis
The rotation of the main spindle 41 in the grinding-spindle sleeve 40
(planetary motion or NC / C-axis)
is made through an electric motor drive.

2.2.1. Planetary motion
The electric motor 31
drives the drive sleeve 33 through a toothed-belt drive and a pair of gears.
The drive sleeve 33 therefore,
axially adjustable throughout the stroke range of the
grinding-spindle sleeve 40,
is connected to the main spindle 41,
and thus transmits the rotary motion to the main spindle.

2.2.2. NC / C-axis
The drive of the main spindle 41 in the grinding-spindle sleeve 40
is made as for the planetary motion.
But the drive motor is controlled as a NC-axis by the CNC.

5.1.2.2.
5.1.2.2.2.
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1. KINEMATICS
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2.3. The U-axis
The radial infeed of the grinding wheel
is made by linear adjustment of the motor-carrier plate 43
mounted on the lower part of the main spindle 41
rotating in the C-axis.
This part of the spindle
being known also as the grinding-spindle head.
The motor-carrier plate 43 can be moved with both
a coarse adjustment and a fine adjustment.

2.3.1. The coarse adjustment
The coarse adjustment is effected by turning the thread screw 42
and can not be made except when the machine is stationary.

2.3.2. The fine adjustment (NC / U-axis)
The fine adjustment can be made in both directions
both with the machine stationary and during the grinding process.
The rotary motion at the motor 49 (handwheel 25)
is transmitted through a pair of helical gears
to the infeed screw 26, which converts it into a linear motion
in the nut in the infeed lever 27.
Rotatably mounted in the free end of the infeed lever 27 is a spiral 29.
The linear motion of the infeed lever 27
is again converted into a rotary motion by the spiral 29,
which is guided in the drive sleeve 33
and has provision for both rotary and axial adjustment.
The infeed shaft 37,
which is axially adjustable in the spiral 29,
transmits the rotary motion to the infeed nut 44
in the grinding-spindle head through bevel gearing,
the nut effecting the linear adjustment of the motor-carrier plate 43
through the thread screw 42.

5.1.2.3.
5.1.2.3.2.
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1. KINEMATICS
2.4. The taper-grinding attachment
In taper grinding the movements of the Z- and U-axes
are co-ordinated according to the taper angle required.
This co-ordination is made with the setting bar 46
carried in a guide rail 47 on the driver plate 34.
The lever arms of the setting bar 46 can be altered
by adjusting the bar on the fixed pivot 45.
When the guide bar 21 is resting on the free lever end
of the setting bar 46,
any movement in the Z-axis
automatically produces a corresponding movement in the U-axis.
To lower the guide bar 21,
the adjusting shaft 24 must be wound down with the rotary knob 23
until the infeed screw 26,
which is rotatably guided in the guide bar 21,
can be adjusted downwards
with the drive of the U-axis (motor 49, ev handwheel 25)
until the guide bar 21 locates on the roller of the setting bar 46.
The U-axis can be used also in taper grinding
for feeding in the grinding wheel.
Its range of adjustment is however reduced
by the amount required for forming the taper.
For cylindrical grinding
the infeed screw 26 and the adjusting shaft 24
must be in the top end position
and in this position must be secured with the rotary knob 23.
Do not operate the upper limit switch,
since the stroke movememt of the grinding-spindle sleeve stops.

5.1.2.4.
S55-400-ATC
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2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
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1. Hydraulic drive Z
1.1. Generalities
The infinitely adjustable grinding-spindle stroke motion
is made with a double-acting hydraulic cylinder
built into the grinding head parallel to the grinding-spindle sleeve.

1.2. Function
The necessary oil pressure is generated in a separate hydraulic unit 1.01.

1.2.1. Hydraulic unit
The pump with constant output,
supplies the necessary oil pressure.
The necessary operational pressure of 65 bar [942 p.s.i.]
is regulated by a pressure reducing valve.
The hydraulic circuit is secured by means of an overpressure valve.
The oil temperature is held constant by a built-in air-oil cooler.

1.2.2. High-pressure filter
From the hydraulic unit, the oil is led with constant pressure,
through the high-pressure filter 1.02 on the hydraulic unit
to the grinding head.
This high-pressure filter is furnished with a monitoring system
detecting eventual soiling.

1.2.3. Grinding head
The currentless closed stop valve 1.11 blocks the oil supply,
when the machine is switched off, EMERGENCY STOP, a.s.o.,
and the grinding-spindle sleeve can be displaced with the mechanical
handwheel Z.
The motions of the grinding-spindle sleeve 1.12
are steplessly controlled over the regulating-valve 1.10.

5.2.1.
5.2.1.2.3.

Hydraulic diagram drive Z S55-400

2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
Release valve

S55-400-ATC

5.2.1.3.
Sheet 1/2

Plug

1.3. Maintenance
Bleeding of the hydraulic system is automatic, over the oil leakage pipe.
For the following maintenance works
proceed as follows:
 Switch off the main switch on the electric cabinet (see 4.1.1.)
 Disconnect the plug on the release valve
 Introduce a screw driver No 2 into the release valve
until the system remains pressureless
 Reconnect the plug

Change of filter
 The high-pressure filter 1.02 must be replaced every 6 months
Change of oil
 Every 12 months (contents of the recipiant: 90 l [23.75 US gal])
Clean the tank of the hydraulic unit
Filter the new oil < 5 mm [.0002 in]

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

Hydraulic diagram drive Z S55-400
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Pressure accumulator

1.02

Pressure accumulator
Check yearly the pretension of the pressure accumulator
as follows:
 The temperature of the accumulator must be at 20 °C [68 °F]
 Make pressureless the hydraulic system
 Connect the control and filling device (Bosch Rexroth)
and check the pressure (50 bar [725 p.s.i.])
(proceed according description Bosch Rexroth!)
 If necessary fill-up the accumulator with nitrogen
(Oxigen and air are prohibited. Danger of explosion)
 Repeat the pressure control after 5 minutes
(temperature compensation)
 Disconnect the control and filling device

5.2.1.3.
Sheet 2/2
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2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
1.3.1. Adjusting data
Accumulator charging valve
- upper switching point
- lower switching point

: 100 bar [1450 p.s.i.]
: 80 bar [1160 p.s.i.]

Overpressure valve

: 140 bar [2030 p.s.i.] (sealed)

Pressure reducing valve

:

65 bar [ 942 p.s.i.]

5.2.1.3.1.
S55-400-ATC
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1.4. List of material for hydraulic drive Z
Position

Order description

5.2.1.4.
Sheet 1/1

List Nr. S55 210663

Ident.-Nr.

Nomination

Manufacturer

1.01

233664

Hydraulic unit

1.02

SFI002
233667
233668

High pressure filter
- High pressure filter
- Filter element

1.03

210511

Hose

1.04.0

210508

Tubes

1.04.1

108567

Tube 18x1.5

HTT

1.04.2

108567

Tube 18x1.5

HTT

1.04.3

108547

Tube 6x1

HTT

1.05

210512

Hose

HTT

1.06

210511

Hose

HTT

1.07

210512

Hose

HTT

1.08

146674

Hose

HTT

1.09

210509

Hose

HTT

1.10

234342

Regulating valve NG 6

0 811 404 721

BOSCH

1.11

234341

4/2 way valve NG 6

0 810 091 233

BOSCH

1.12

145486

Hydraulic cylinder

HTT
consisting of:
DFBH-HC0060G05 A1
0060D005BH3HC

BOSCH
BOSCH
HTT

Set consisting of:

HTT

HTT

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400
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2. Hydrostatic guidings of the X-slide
and alimentation of the centralized lubrication
2.1. Generalities
A separate oil supply unit with a tank 0.01,
a pneumatically driven piston pump 0.04
as a suction filter 0.03 and a pressure filter 0.08
supplies cold, cleaned pressured oil
to the slide ways of the table (circuit 1)
and to the central lubrication (circuit 2).
The used oil il collected and returns in a leakage piping 0.10
to the tank 0.01.
The necessary oil pressure for the circuit 1
my be selected according to the table load on the screen.
The works adjustment of the pressure-reducing valves 1.02, 1.05 and 1.07
doesn't be varied by the customer.
The oil pressure in the circuit 2
has a fix proportion to the compressed-air pressure
set at 6 bar [87 p.s.i.] on the pressure-reducing valve 0.06.

2.2. Functioning
2.2.1. Pressure lubrication X (Circuit 1)
The guiding surfaces are separated by a small oil film.
There are disponible three pressure ranges, preadjusted at the works,
for table loads from
0 - 600 kg
[0 -1320 lbs] via valve 1.01 and pressure-reducing valve 1.02
500 -1100 kg [1100 -2425 lbs] via valve 1.04 and pressure-reducing valve 1.05
1000 -1500 kg [2200 -3300 lbs] via valve 1.06 and pressure-reducing valve 1.07
which may be selected on the screen.
The projecting lubrication oil of the pressure lubrication X 1.11
is collected and flows back to the oil supply unit.

5.2.2.
5.2.2.2.1.

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400

Y-Axis

Grinding
head

5.2.2.2.1.1.

2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
SETUP BUFFER
OFFSET-U
SECURITY PLANE W

=+XXX.XXXX
=-XXX.XXXX

POSITION FOR
TOOL CHANGE

X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
W=+XXXX.XXXX
C= +XXX.XXXX
X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX

POSITION FOR
WORKPIECE CHANGE

TABLE COMPENSATION (X-AXIS)
0 - 600 KG =
ACTIVE
500 - 1100 KG =
N.ACTIVE
1000 - 1500 KG =
N.ACTIVE

OFFSET
U

S55-400-ATC

ACTIVE DRESSING DEVICE
(DIAMOND=0/HF-DRESSER=1)
=X
DRESSING-DIAMOND POSITION X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
(LEFT=0, RIGHT=1) =X
HF-DRESSER POSITION
X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
(LEFT=0, RIGHT=1) =X
TOOL REGISTERINGX=+XXXX.XXXX
SENSOR POSITION
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
(LEFT=0, RIGHT=1) =X
IN W
X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
RENISHAW CALIBRATION-PIN X=+XXXX.XXXX
POSITION
Y=+XXXX.XXXX

MACHIN I/O
CONFIG SET

FLIP-F
TABL.C

CLEAR
ALL

PUNCH

READ

HELP

2.2.1.1. Setting of the table load range
The table load range has to be activated in the sub-menu SETUP BUFFER
according to the actually table load as follows:
 Place the Operating-mode selector to position

Manual mode

 Place the Traversing-mode selector to position
All axis key light up

Axis keys

 In the main menu press the Softkey

SETUP

 Select the required table compensation
0 - 600 KG
500 - 1100 KG
1000 - 1500 KG

with the cursor keys

 Activate the selected table compensation with the Softkey

FLIP-F
TABL.C

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400

Y-Axis

Grinding
head
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5.2.2.2.2.
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2.2.2. Centralized lubrication (Circuit 2)
The alimentation of the centralized lubrication
occurs by means of the electro-magnetic valve 2.05.
The non-return valve 2.04
serves for the pressure reduction after each lubrication.
The projecting lubrication oil of the Y-guidings 2.08 and 2.09
is collected and flows back to the oil supply unit.
Resting oil of the centralized lubrication in the grinding head 2.12 and 2.13
is not fed back to the oil supply unit.

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400

Y-Axis

Grinding
head

2. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

5.2.2.3.
S55-400-ATC

2.3. Maintenance
Daily:

Check the leakage piping 0.10
The renforced PVC-hose of the leakage piping
should always be filled with oil.

Monthly:

Check the oil level on the sight glass
of the oil supply unit and top up if necessary

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

Every 6 months: Clean the suction filter 0.03 and the pressure filter 0.08
Yearly:

Change the oil in the oil supply unit.
Resting oil of the centralized lubrication
is to be removed from the oil sumps
in the grinding head and in the Z-guiding

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400

Y-Axis

Grinding
head
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2.4. List of material for hydrostatic system
Position

Ident.-Nr.

Nomination

Order description

5.2.2.4.
Sheet 1/2

List Nr. S55 209562
Manufacturer

0.01

169762

Tank

HTT

0.02

130753

Locking screw

VSTI R1/4-ED

ERMETO

0.03

132317

Star strainer filter

SF 10-1/2

SIG

0.04

169778

Pneumatically oil pump

U80/40 SPEZ.

HYDAIRA-COREAL

0.05

112877

Connection

ANA 1/8G

ABNOX

0.06

112875

Pressure reducing valve

R06-221-RNKD

NORGREN

0.07

106164

Manometer

1411 074901,D40 0-6bar

VDO

0.08

FLI001
131704
230972

Line filter
-Line filter
-Filter element

consisting of:
1 25P B-7254
1 25P B-6890

BIJUR
BIJUR

0.09

232854

Fill-in filter

ELF 4-20-1

HYDAC SA

0.10

144490

Hose

1.01

234702

2/2 valve

AM22060B 24V=

WANDFLUH

1.02

133611

Pressure reducing valve

R43-401-NNLD SPEZ.

NORGREN

1.03

131196

Minimess-connection

32.145-06*

BACHOFEN

1.04

134225

2/2 valve

AM22061A 24V=

WANDFLUH

1.05

230949

Pressure reducing valve

R43-401-NNSD

NORGREN

1.06

134225

2/2 valve

AM22061A 24V=

WANDFLUH

1.07

230949

Pressure reducing valve

R43-401-NNSD

NORGREN

1.08

140790

Hose

HTT

1.09

146550

Hose

HTT

1.10

FLI002
131703
230971

Line filter
-Line filter
-Filter element

consisting of:
1 125P B-7243
1 125P B-6530

BIJUR
BIJUR

1.11

132444

Control-unit

CJD-00 B-7167

BIJUR

HTT

X-Axis

Hydrostatic diagram S55-400
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Grinding
head
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List of material for hydrostatic system
Position

Ident.-Nr.

Nomination

5.2.2.4.
Sheet 2/2

List Nr. S55 209562
Order description

Manufacturer

2.01

140790

Hose

HTT

2.02

144170

Hose

HTT

2.03

145453

Hose

HTT

2.04

130525

Non-return valve

B1-1

HAWE

2.05

VWA001
131851
130990

Valve
3/2 way valve
Coil

consisting of:
1 131 K05
1 481865 24V=

LUCIFER
LUCIFER

2.06

502332

Manometric switch

176.111.201

W. VOGEL

2.07

144422

Hose

2.08

131597

Piston distributor

342 255 000

W. VOGEL

2.09

131597

Piston distributor

342 255 000

W. VOGEL

2.10

105559

Hose

D17/12 3500B PVC

NOVOPLAST

2.11

141337

Hose

2.12

134436

Piston distributor

345 233 353

W. VOGEL

2.13

111213

Piston distributor

345 233 333

W. VOGEL

HTT

HTT
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3. PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

S55-400-ATC

1. Generalities
The basic pneumatic system of the machine comprises:
- an air-conditioning unit
- an impulse lubrication for the grinding-wheel drives
- a pneumatically releasable spring-loaded brake for the drive of the W-axis
- a weight compensation of the grinding-spindle sleeve
- connections for the cooling of the slot-grinding attachment
- a weight compensation of the movable cross beam
- a connection for the oil supply unit
- a free connection
- an air-blocking unit for measuring system X and Y
- an automatic tool changer
According to the machine equipment
the basic pneumatic system is extended with the following options:
- door for the pallet changer
- HF-dressing device
- HF-dressing device for profiles
- preparation for NC rotary table

2. Basic equipment
2.1. Air-conditioning unit
The compressed air taken from the factory compressed-air system
is filtered and dehumified in the preliminary filter 1.01.3
The pressure-reducing valve 1.01.3 set at 5.5 bar [80 p.s.i.] at the works,
does not be readjusted.
The air pressure in the pneumatic system of the machine
is monitored with the pressure switch 1.01.5 set to 4.5 bar [65 p.s.i.].
Thus the satisfactory functioning
of all pneumatically operated elements is ensured,
as the machine is switched off when the pressure is less than 4.5 bar.

5.3.1.
5.3.2.1.
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2.2. Impulse lubrication for the grinding-wheel drives
The compressed air
for the impulse lubrication resp. the drive of the grinding turbines
is filtered once again in the fine filter 1.03.0.
The valve 1.04 opens,
as soon as a grinding motor or a grinding turbine is switched on.
The necessary pressure of the compressed air for the mounted wheel-drive
is set at the pressure-regulating valve 1.05.0
and read-off on its manometer.
The air flows through the mixing head 1.10 and the grinding-wheel drive 1.11.
The pressure switch 1.07 set at 1.5 bar [22 p.s.i.],
monitors the air for the lubrication resp. the turbine drive.
The valve 1.16 opens in time intervals set at the works
and the dosing distributor 1.18 of the impulse lubrication
pumps a determinated quantity of lubricant to the mixing head 1.10
where the lubricant is taken with by the air flow
and transported to the grinding-wheel drive 1.11.

2.3. Brake of the W-axis drive
The drive of the W-axis
is locked at standstill with the spring-loaded brake 1.23.
For the displacement of the W-axis the valve 1.21 opens
and the spring-loaded brake 1.23 will be loosened pneumatically.

2.4. Weight compensation of the grinding-spindle sleeve
The necessary pressure of the compressed air
for the weight compensation of the grinding-spindle sleeve
is set at the pressure-regulating valve 1.29
and fed to the compensating cylinder 1.31.

5.3.2.2.
5.3.2.4.
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3. PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
2.5. Connections on the grinding head
On the grinding head there are two connections:
1.34 and 1.36 for the cooling of the slot-grinding attachment.

2.6. Weight compensation of the movable cross beam
The necessary pressure of the compressed air
for compensating the different charges
of the vertical recirculating-ball screws (W)
according to the position of the grinding head in the Y-axis
is regulated with two pressure-regulating valves 1.38 and 1.40,
driven by a chain following the Y-axis displacements,
and fed to the corresponding compensation cylinders 1.39 and 1.41.

2.7. Connection for the oil supply unit
The oil supply unit (hydrostatic and central lubrication)
is fitted to the connection 1.43.

2.8. Free connection
At the connection 1.45
may be fitted other pneumatic elements at random.

S55-400-ATC

5.3.2.5.
5.3.2.8.
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3. Maintenance
The pneumatic system requires no special maintenance
apart from:
 Regular checking of the plastic bottle
for any collected condensed water
 Emptying of the condensed water if necessary
 Changing the filter elements 1.01.3 and 1.03.1 as and when necessary
For changeing the filter elements 1.01.3 and 1.03.1
proceed a follows:
 Lower the grinding-spindle sleeve! (see 4.3.2.)
 Switch-off the main switch on the electric cabinet (see 4.1.1.)
 Make pressureless the pneumatic system
by closing the cock 1.01.1

Pneumatic diagram Basic equipment S55-400
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5.3.4.
Sheet 1/2

4. List of material for basic equipment

List Nr. 210129

Position
1.01.0

Ident.-Nr.
723366

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

Air-conditioning unit

F 008 P02 380 000

Bosch

consisting of:

1.01.1

3/2 cock NL4 G1/2

0 821 300 911 000

Bosch

1.01.2

Silencer G1/2

1 827 000 003 000

Bosch

538444

Filter-regulator G1/2 8mm
automat with manometer

0 821 300 363 000

Bosch

233505

Filter spare element NL4

1 829 207 035 000

Bosch

1.01.4

531987

Distributor 4-time small NL4 0 821 300 930 000

Bosch

1.01.5

532181

Pressure switch

0 821 100 022 000

Bosch

1.02

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.03.0

723370

Fine filter

F 008 P02 392 000

Bosch

Fine filter with water sep.
NL4 G3/8 30m3/h

0 821 303 536 000

Bosch

723468

Fine filter spare element

1 829 207 028 000

Bosch

1.04

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.05.0

723371

Pressure regulator

F 008 P02 389 000

Bosch

1.01.3

consisting of:

1.03.1

consisting of:

1.05.1

723478

Pressure regul. NL1 G1/4
with manometer

0 821 302 736 000

Bosch

1.06

537019

Distributor 4-time small NL2 0 821 300 920 000

Bosch

1.07

532181

Pressure switch

0 821 100 022 000

Bosch

1.08

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.09

205375

Hose

1.10

232971

Mixing head

161 300 308

W. Vogel

Grinding motor or
Grinding turbine or
Slot-grinding attachment

see accessories catalogue
see accessories catalogue
see accessories catalogue

HTT
HTT
HTT

1.11

HTT

1.12

723020

Tube PU black D7/10

1100U10 01

Legris

1.13

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.14

723359

Silencer

1 827 000 002 000

Bosch

1.15

723359

Silencer

1 827 000 002 000

Bosch

1.16

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

Pneumatic diagram Basic equipment S55-400
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List of material for basic equipment
Position

Ident.-Nr.

1.17

5.3.4.
Sheet 2/2

List Nr. 210129

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.18

232969

Impulse lubricating unit

437 67 10

W. Vogel

1.19

232970

Tube PA flexiblel D1.5/2.5

29751C0102 WVN

Maag Technik AG

1.20

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.21

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.22

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.23

204950

Brake

1.24

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1.25

209768

Hose

1.26

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.27

230036

Non-return valve

148-0104

Specken

1.28

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.29

107964

Pressure reducing valve

11-802-014

Norgren

1.30

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.31

145486

Hydraulic cylinder

1.32

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1.33

163605

Bolt

1.34

126833

Connection

1.35

163605

Bolt

1.36

126833

Connection

171 03 10 02

Legris

1.37

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.38

117975

Pressure reducing valve

11-818-991

Norgren

1.39

142152

Pneumatic cylinder

1.40

117975

Pressure reducing valve

1.41

142152

Pneumatic cylinder

1.42

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.43

105324

Air coupling

AX 80 631

Abnox

1.44

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.45

105324

Air coupling

AX 80 631

Abnox

HTT
1025U08 01

Legris
HTT

HTT
1025U08 01

Legris
HTT

171 03 10 02

Legris
HTT

HTT
11-818-991

Norgren
HTT
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5.3.5.
5.3.5.1.

5. Air-blocking for measuring system X and Y
The measuring systems of the axes X and Y
are protected against entry of dirt by means of over pressure.
The required compressed air
is taken from the fine filter of the basic pneumatic system
and filtered once again in the fine filter 1.02.1 of the air-conditioning unit 1.02.
before to be fed to the measuring systems of the X- and Y-axes
with the pressure preset at works on the pressure regulator 1.02.2.

5.1. List of material for air-blocking for measuring system X and Y

List Nr. 210543

Position

Ident.-Nr.

1.01

723017

1.02

233564

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

Air-conditioning unit

339 284 01

Heidenhain

containing

Heidenhain
Heidenhain
Heidenhain

consisting of:

1.02.1

1.02.2

233642
233643

Fine filter
- upper filter element
- lower filter element

337 148-01
337 147-01

Pressure regulator

Heidenhain

Conduits to measure syst.

Heidenhain

Pneumatic diagram ATC S55-400
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5.3.6.
5.3.6.1.

6. Automatic tool changer ATC
For the automatic tool change
the valve 1.02 opens to release the tool clamping HSK25.
After the tool change has been carried out, the valve 1.02 closes
and the tool will be clamped by spring force.
As long as the tool clamping in the grinding motor 70S-ATC is opened
the valve 1.05 opens
and the tool clamping device is cleaned with an air flow
adjusted to 1.5 bar [22 p.s.i.] with the pressure-regulating valve 1.07.1.
The tool changer 1.11 with its own pneumatic system
is connected with the hose 1.10 to the basic pneumatic system of the machine.

6.1. List of material for automatic tool changer

List Nr. 210180

Position

Ident.-Nr.

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

1.01

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.02

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.03

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.04

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.05

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.06

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.07.0

723372

Pressure monitoring

F 008 P02 390 000

Bosch

consisting of:

1.07.1

Pressure regul. NL1 G1/4

0 821 302 731 000

Bosch

1.07.2

Manometer 0-2,5 bar

1 827 231 048 000

Bosch

1.07.3

Distributor 2-time small NL1 0 821 300 771 000

Bosch

1.07.4

535148

Pressure switch G1/4

0 821 100 011 000

Bosch

1.08

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

Grinding motor 70S-ATC

see accessories catalogue

HTT

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.09
1.10
1.11

723017

ATC EasyChange

Erowa
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5.3.7.
5.3.7.1.

7. Door to pallet changer (option)
For an automatic workpiece change with the pallet changer
the valve 1.05 opens
and the band cylinder 1.10 opens the door for the workpiece change
with the speed set at the works on the throttle valve 1.09.
After the workpiece change has been carried out
the valve 1.05 closes
and the band cylinder 1.10 closes the door for the workpiece change
with the speed set at the works on the throttle valve 1.08.
The pallet changer 1.11 with its own pneumatic system
is connected with the hose 1.11 to the compressed air system.

7.1. List of material for door to pallet changer

List Nr. 210176

Position

Ident.-Nr.

1.01

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.02

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.03

233554

Silencer

1 827 000 031 000

Bosch

1.04

233554

Silencer

1 827 000 031 000

Bosch

1.05

531979

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 026 000

Bosch

1.06

723019

Tube PU black D4,0/6,0

1100U06 01

Legris

1.07

723019

Tube PU black D4,0/6,0

1100U06 01

Legris

1.08

527997

Throttle valve D6 G1/8

7708 06 10

Legris

1.09

527997

Throttle valve D6 G1/8

7708 06 10

Legris

1.10

233347

Band cylinder

0 822 954 007 000

Bosch

1.11

722684

Tube DN 6 DN 8/14

01.0507.0060

Angst+Pfister AG

Pneumatic diagram HF-dressing device S55-400
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5.3.8.1.

8. HF-dressing device (option)
When switching-on the HF-dressing device
the valve 1.02 opens to activate the CBN-coolant valve 1.04.
By this, the coolant alimentation to the workpiece will be interrupted
and deviated to the HF-dressing device.

8.1. List of material for HF-dressing device

List Nr. 210178

Position

Ident.-Nr.

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

1.01

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.02

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.03

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.04

210159

Coolant valve

HTT

Pneumatic diagram HF-dressing device for profiles S55-400
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9. HF-dressing device for profiles (option)
The HF-spindle of the dressing device for profiles
is protected against entry of dirt by means of over pressure.
The required compressed air
is taken from the fine filter of the basic pneumatic system.
When the HF-dressing device for profiles is mounted
the compressed air flows through the pressure regulator 1.02.0
set to 0.5 bar [7.25 p.s.i.]
into the HF-spindle 1.04.
When switching-on the HF-dressing device for profiles
the valve 1.06 opens to activate the CBN-coolant valve 1.08.
By this, the coolant alimentation to the workpiece will be interrupted
and deviated to the HF-dressing device for profiles.

9.1. List of material for HF-dressing device for profiles

List Nr. 210179

Position

Ident.-Nr.

1.01

723017

1.02.0

723371

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

Pressure regulator

F 008 P02 389 000

Bosch

consisting of:

1.02.1

723478

Pressure regul. NL1 G1/4
with manometer

0 821 302 736 000

Bosch

1.03

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.04

HF-Spindle

Fischer

1.05

531980

Collector plate

1 825 503 235 000

Bosch

1.06

723352

5/2-way valve G1/8

0 820 022 126 000

Bosch

1.07

723017

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

1.08

210159

Coolant valve

HTT
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10. Preparation NC rotary table (option)
The NC rotary table
is protected against entry of dirt by means of over pressure.
The required compressed air
is taken from the basic pneumatic system.
When the NC rotary table is mounted
the compressed air flows through the pressure regulator 1.02.0
set to 0.5 bar [7.25 p.s.i.]
into the NC rotary table.

10.1. List of material for preparation NC rotary table

List Nr. 210177

Position

Ident.-Nr.

1.01

723017

1.02.0

723371

Nomination

Order description

Manufacturer

Tube PU black D5,5/8

1025U08 01

Legris

Pressure regulator

F 008 P02 389 000

Bosch

0 821 302 736 000

Bosch

consisting of:

1.02.1

723478

Pressure regul. NL1 G1/4
with manometer
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1. Generalities
The reliability and economy of your machine
are directly dependent on the choice and use of the lubricants.
Therefore it has also been equiped with a centralized
lubrication system to ensure
that all lubrication points receive the correct amount of lubricant.
We draw your attention to the following points and ask you
to observe them:
 Use only the lubricants we recommend.
The use of other products could affect the reliability of the machine,
and it would not then be possible to consider any claims
made under the terms of the guarantee.
 Handle and store the lubricants with care.
Keep all containers clean and well sealed.
 Use only non-fraying cloths for cleaning the oil tanks
(do not use cotton waste).
We recommend the use of cleaning oil for removing residues
such as sludge and the like.
None of the cleaning fluid must be left behind.
 Should you wish to use other lubricants,
contrary to our recommendation,
you must first thoroughly clean the machine,
especially the lubrication points and the oil tanks.

4. LUBRICATION
2. The centralized lubrication system
The centralized lubrication system of the machine
has a number of decided advantages over the method of injecting
lubricant through nipples with a gun,
particularly as some of the nipples may be very difficult to get at.
 The entire machine is lubricated in a single operation
 No lubrication point is forgotten
 Each lubrication point receives the amount of lubricant it needs

2.1. Function of the centralized lubrication system
The lubricant flows from the oil supply unit
by means of an automatic controlled shut-off valve
to the distributor blocks in the main parts of the machine.
Piston distributors individually adapted to each lubrication point
are screwed into the distributor blocks and a lubrication pipe
leads from the piston distributors to the lubrication point.
When the shut-off valve opens,
the oil pressure created forces the distributor pistons forward
and the volume of oil stored is fed to the lubrication point.
After each lubrication impulse
the piston distributors automatically refill their chambers.
The lubrication cycle is suppressed,
as long as a grinding motor or grinding turbine is running.
After the grinding-wheel drive has been switched off,
the suppressed lubrication cycle will be executed.

S55-400-ATC

5.4.2.
5.4.2.1.

5.4.2.2.
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ACTUAL STATE
NC-PROGRAM
POSITION
X=+XXXX.XXXX
Y=+XXXX.XXXX
U=+XXXX.XXXX
C=+XXXX.XXXX

O=XXXX
W=+XXXX.XXXX
A=+XXXX.XXXX
Z=+XXXX.XXXX

PROG. FEED
EFF. FEED
POTENTIOMETER
PLAN. SPEED PRG.
EFF.
TOOL
RADIUS
OFFSET-U
CORRECTION
CORRECTION
OFFSET LENGTH
EDIT
ON/OFF

ANALYS
ON/OFF

CYCLE COUNTER = XXX
ACTIVE CYCLE = GXXX
DATA R=XX OF O=XXXX

F= XXXX
F= XXXX
%= XXX
= XXX (XXX)
= XXX
S= XXXXX
T= XXX (XXX)
R= XX.XXXX
= +XXX.XXXX
DU= +X.XXXX
DW= +XX.XXXX
W= +XXX.XXXX

G210
ON/OFF

LAMP
ON/OFF

LUBRICATION

EDIT LOCK
ANALYSIS
CYCLE G210
LAMP
LUBRICATION
PLANET
GRINDING MOTOR
TURBINE

= INACTIVE
= INACTIVE
= ACTIVE
= ON
= NO
= CCW
= ACTIVE
= INACTIVE

ATC-PLACE NR=

APC-PLACE NR=

PLANET MOTOR
CW/CCW YES/NO

TURBINE
YES/NO

2.2. Operation of the centralized lubrication system
The centralized lubrication system is automatically switched on
when switching on the main switch
and afterwards every 8 hours of operation.
If the lubrication pressure is not reached
60 seconds after switching-on the lubrication system
the fault indication
Central lubrication - oil pressure not o.k.
appears on the screen.
In this case or after any prolonged stoppage of the machine
the centralized lubrication system, after removal of the fault,
can be restarted manually.
 Switch-off and on the main switch
or
 In the menu ACTUAL STATE
select the page Software switches with the key
 Press the Softkey

LUBRICATION

REST

HELP

4. LUBRICATION

5.4.2.3.
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2.3. Maintenance
In principle the centralized lubrication system needs no maintenance.
Maintenance is limited to:
Monthly:

Check the oil level in the oil-supply unit.
Check the oil level in the tank
and top up if necessary.

Every 6 months:

Clean the pressure filter and the suction filter.

Yearly:

Change the oil in the tank of the oil-supply unit.

Attention! If any lubrication pipes are ever disconnected,
the system must be bled again!
See 3.4.7.2.

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

4. LUBRICATION
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5.4.3.
5.4.3.3.

3. The impulse lubrication system
3.1. Generalities
The impulse lubrication system ensures the supply of lubricant
in the necessary volume to the high-speed and therefore
lubrication-sensitive grinding motors and grinding turbines.
The carrier air serves at the same time as a driving medium for the
grinding turbines and provides inside cooling for the grinding motors.

3.2. Setting
The setting of the lubrication intervals and the lubrication quantity
has been made at the works and can not be altered.

3.3. Maintenance
Every 3 months:

Top up the tank of the impulse lubrication

Yearly:

Change the oil in the tank of the impulse lubrication

Attention! Filter the new lubrication oil

until reaching at least
the pureness class 13/10 according to ISO 4406!

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS
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5.5.1.
5.5.1.3.

1. Maintenance schedule
Attention! The maintenance intervals indicated in the maintenance
schedule refer to 1-shift operation
(8 hours per day with 5 days per week)!
For multi-shift operation,
the intervals have to be shortened accordingly!

Attention! The maintenance works listed in the maintenance schedule
must be carried out by personnel
specially teached by a HTT service engineer!
Severe machine damage can result
from neglecting the maintenance directions!
Clean and lubricate the machine regularly as follows:

1.1. Once a day
 Check the leakage piping of the hydrostatic guiding system
for good oil filling

1.2. Once a month
 Check the oil level in the oil baths of the drives of the vertical ball screws
and, if necessary, top up

MOBIL
SHC 634

 Check the oil level in the oil-supply unit
and, if necessary, top up

MOBIL
Vactra Oil No. 2

 Check the air filter on the electric cabinet
and, if necessary, replace it

1.3. Every 3 months
 Top up the oil in the impulse lubrication tank (see 5.4.3.3.)
Oil pureness 13/10 according to ISO 4406

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS

5.5.1.4.
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1.4. Every 6 months
 Check the oil level in the tank of the hydraulic unit and,
if necessary, top up
Filter the new oil < 5 mm [.0002 in] (see 5.2.1.3.)

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

 Top up the oil in the impulse lubrication tank (see 5.4.3.3.)
Oil pureness 13/10 according to ISO 4406

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

 Clean the guides of the table (X-axis)
and of the grinding head (Y-axis)
with a non fraying rag moistened in paraffin
and slightly lubricate them with centralized-lubrication oil

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

 Clean the roll-guides of the load-relieving rollers Y
with a non-fraying rag and very slightly grease them

ISOFLEX
Super LDS 18

 Clean the recirculating-ball screws of the slides X, Y and W
with a non fraying rag
and very slightly grease them

TEXACO
Multifak (Regal)
AFB 2

 Drain the oil sumps (see 5.5.3.)
- in the grinding head
- in the Z-guiding (bellows)
 Replace the air filter on the electric cabinet
 Replace the high-pressure filter 1.02 (see 5.2.1.3.)
 Clean the both filters in the oil-supply unit (see 5.2.2.3.)

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS

5.5.1.5.
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1.5. Once a year
 Change the oil in the hydraulic unit
Clean the tank of the hydraulic unit
Filter the new oil < 5 mm [.0002 in] (see 5.2.1.3.)

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

 Change the oil in the impulse lubrication tank (see 5.4.3.3.)
Oil pureness 13/10 according to ISO 4406

MOBIL
DTE Oil 24

 Change the oil in the oil baths of the drives
of the vertical recirculating-ball screws and clean the sight glasses

MOBIL
SHC 634

 Change the oil in the oil supply unit
and clean the both filters (see 5.2.2.3.)

MOBIL
Vactra Oil Nr. 2

 Grease the 8 relieving rollers of the Y-axis

ISOFLEX
Super LDS 18

 Check the current-alimentation unit for the grinding motors
and clean the collector rings with a paint-brush
 Make the maintenance of the fire extinguishing device
by a service engineer of HTT
 Check the pretension of the pressure accumulator
and fill-up if necessary (see 5.2.3.1.)
 Replace the battery for the data back-up of the CNC400 (see 5.0.2.1.)
 Clean the filter element level 1 of the exhausting device
(see 6.3.5.1.)

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS
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1.6. As and when necessary
 Drain the condensed water from the compressed-air filter
and change the air-filter elements (see 5.3.3.)
 Replace the filter element level 2 of the exhausting device
(see 6.3.5.)

1.7. Every 2 years
 Change the feltrings on the grinding-spindle sleeve (see E532)
 Replace the battery for the data back-up of the tool changer (see 5.0.2.2.)
 Replace the filter elements in the air-blocking unit
for measuring system X and Y

1.8. Every 4 years
 Change the battery in the fire extinguishing device
(together with the yearly maintenance of the fire extinguishing device)

1.9. Every 5 years
 Replace the polycarbonat glass plates in the working area protection



Replace the filter elements level 1 and 2 of the exhausting device
(see 6.3.5.)

5.5.1.6.
5.5.1.9.

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS

5.5.2.
S55-400-ATC

2. Lubrication chart
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Load relieving-rollers Y
Load relieving-rollers Y
Load relieving-rollers Y
Load relieving-rollers Y
Recirculating-ball screw X
Recirculating-ball screw W
Recirculating-ball screw W

8
9
10
11
12
13

=
=
=
=
=
=

Recirculating-ball screw Y
Oil bath drive W
Oil bath drive W
Oil supply unit
Impulse lubrication
Hydraulic unit

5. MAINTENANCE DIRECTIONS

3. Plan of position of the oil sumps
= Oil sump
= Drain plug

5.5.3.
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6. TROUBLE SHOOTING
1. Generalities
The machine is accurately set and checked during its assembly
at our works.
If it is correctly installed, maintained and operated
it should not necessitate any major readjustment or repair
in the first few years.
Should a small breakdown occur, it must be rectified only by
competent persons.
Especially the grinding-spindle sleeve
must only be dismantled or repaired by HTT-service engineers.
Most breakdowns occur as a result of incorrect operation,
differences in temperature, overloading of the machine,
the use of unsuitable tool material, the use of unrecommended
lubricants, irregular maintenance a.s.o.
On the following sheets you will find a description of the faults
that occur most commonly in working or in operating
with possible causes and the ways of rectifying them
in form of a table.
These are the following faults:
1. Grinding face dirty
2. Repeating accuracy insufficient
3. Distances between holes inaccurate
4. Bore out-of-round
5. Low rate of stock removal
6. Taper bores
7. Bores with extended opening
8. Scratched surfaces
9. Marks from burning on workpiece
10. Dirty grinding wheels
11. Vertical movement of the grinding-spindle sleeve stops

5.6.1.
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6. TROUBLE SHOOTING
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Fault

Possible cause

Remedy

1. Grinding face dirty

Unbalance in grinding wheel

Redress wheel

Grinding pencil not stable

Use a more stable grinding arbor

Only parts of wheel cutting

Redress wheel
Radius edge

Wheel too soft

Use wheel 1 or 2 degrees of hardness
harder

Contact face too small

Use larger wheel diameter

Incorrect speed

Vary speed (note maximum limit)

Play in grinding spindle

Change motor or bearings

Component moved

Check and realign

Large temperature fluctuations
(room)

Reduce temperature fluctuations as much
as possible
(ideal = 0,5° C)

Component distorted

Ensure that bearing faces are
clean and flat (clamping point)

Overheating of component

Cool (rough and finish grinding)

Temperature fluctuations
(room)

Reduce temperature fluctuations as much
as possible
(ideal = 0,5° C)

Machine (measuring system)
inaccurate

Make correction
(HTT-service engineer)

Component distorted

Ensure that bearing faces are
clean and flat (clamping point)

Widely varying wall thickness

Grind with particular care (cool)

Varying degree of heating

Cool (rough and finish grinding)

Blunt grinding wheel

Dress or, if necessary, use another wheel

Planetary speed to high

Reduce planetary speed

Very unstable components

Grind with particular care - cool well-cutting wheel

2. Repeating accuracy
insufficient

3. Distances between
holes inaccurate

4. Bore out-of-round

6. TROUBLE SHOOTING
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Fault

Possible cause

Remedy

5. Low rate of stock
removal

Wrong grinding wheel

Look for a better wheel

Wrong working conditions

Look for better working conditions
(grinding speed - stroke and planetary
speed)

Unstable grinding pencil

Use more stable grinding pencil

Area of contact too large

Select smaller grinding-wheel diameter

Material difficult to grind

With material that is difficult togrind (highly
alloyed) a considerably smaller rate of
stock removal must be expected
(if necessary, diamond or boron nitride)

Grinding wheel tapered

Redress wheel

Stroke-Z not correctly set

Reset stroke-Z

Blunt wheel

Dress wheel or, if necessary, change it

Unstable grinding pencil

Use more stable grinding pencil

Taper-grinding attachment
not in end position

Move taper-grinding attachment back (end
position)
(Set the scale to 0°, move the guiding rail
up to 1 cm under the limit switch and lock
the rail with the knurled knob under the
grinding head)

Stroke-Z not correctly set

Set stroke-Z shorter

Unstable grinding pencil

Use more stable grinding pencil

Blunt wheel

Redress wheel, if necessary, change it

Wrong dressed wheel

Redress wheel
(event. round off the edges)

Wheel too soft

Look for a harder wheel

The wheel is loose

Fix the wheel, if necessary, change it

Grinding spindle defect

Replace the motor,
event. only the ball bearings

Wrong grinding wheel

Look for a better wheel

Area of contact too large

Use smaller or thinner wheels

Wrong dressed wheel

Dress the wheel coarser

Too little feed speed

Increase the feed speed

6. Taper bores

7. Bores with extended
opening

8. Scratched surfaces

9. Marks from burning on
workpiece

6. TROUBLE SHOOTING
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Fault

Possible cause

Remedy

10. Dirty wheels

Wheel too hard

Look for a softer wheel

Wheel with too fine grain

Look for a wheel with coarser grain

Wrong working conditions

Change grinding speed,
stroke-Z and planetary speed

Material difficult to grind

With material that is difficult to grind
(highly alloyed) the wheels must be
frequently dressed

Max. infeed of the grinding wheel is
passed over

Select a larger tool
or enlarge the U-shift

11. Vertical movment of
the grinding-spindle
sleeve stops

Max. stroke for taper grinding is passed Set the stroke-Z shorter
over
(see diagramm: Finding the max. stroke-Z
for a given taper)
Setting the taper-grinding device, the
quill was not in its highest position

Disengage the taper-grinding device.
Move the quill in its highest position and
adjust the taper grinding device on the
required angle

The guiding rail of the taper-grinding
device has been moved too high

Move the guiding rail up to 1 cm under the
limit switch and lock the rail with the
knurled knob under the grinding head

7. FAULT INDICATIONS

S55-400-ATC

Fault pilot lamp
Acknowledgement key
1. Fault indicator
The machine is equiped with a fault indicator
showing all faults on the screen of the control
with corresponding numbers and short texts.
After eliminating the fault
it is necessary in certain cases,
that means by flashing fault pilot lamp,
to clear the fault indicator pressing the acknowledgement key.
The acknowledgement of a fault,
without its eliminating,
does not clear the fault indicator.

2. Fault indications
The fault indications are describen in the manual
Complements to the Programming instructions GE FANUC 16
in appendix B.

5.7.1.
5.7.2.

8. APPENDIX

5.8.
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In the appendix there are useful short instructions for:
 Replacement of ball bearings in grinding motors and grinding turbines
 Replacement of the felt rings on the grinding-spindle sleeve

IMPORTANT

S55-400-ATC

To prevent damages of the ball bearings of the grinding motors
and grinding turbines, due to insufficient lubrication,
take into service the oil mist lubrication and the motors/turbines
 When taking into use the machine
 After weekends and holidays
 After repairs
as follows:
 Fix the grinding motor
but don't connect the grinding motor cable

 In the menu ACTUAL STATE
set the software switches as follows
GRINDING MOTOR

= INACTIVE

TURBINE

= ACTIVE

 Switch on the grinding-wheel drive

 LUBRICATE during 15 minutes the grinding motor
in turbine drive mode

 Replace the grinding motor through the grinding turbine

 LUBRICATE during 5 minutes the grinding turbine at 2 bar [29 p.s.i.]
(hold the spindle by hand)

Attention! Soilings on grinding motors and turbines

must not be blowed off with compressed air!
Wipe them off with a cloth!

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 22S
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1. Generalities
Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
Quick exchange service.
If a quick exchange is impossible due to lack of time,
the replacement may be undertaken by yourself,
following strictly these instructions:
 Use following tools:
- stripping-off tool
- mounting tool

189975
189976

 Most cleanness at the work place
 Ball bearings who have been stripped-off
may on no account be used again
 Never blow ball bearings out with compressed air,
nor wash them in a detergent
 Please take good notice of the above instructions
 If balancing will not be possible,
replace the entire rotor

181561
Sheet 1/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 22S
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2. Taking out the defectuous ball bearings
 Unscrew the 3 screws M5 in lower cover A
 Remove cover A with rotor shaft B and all bearings
from the motor housing

Attention! The two covers, C (on lower cover A) and D
must never be unscrewed!

 Unscrew the 2 screws M3 in cover E
and remove lower cover A
 Take the rotor shaft B in the hand,
unscrew the screw M6 by means of a hexagon pin wrench
and remove ring F
 Strip-off by means of the stripping-off tool 189975
the upper ball bearing 126194 (304H50-11),
the sleeve G with the rotor H,
the cover E
and the lower ball bearing 126194 (304H50-11)
 Clean carefully all parts

181561
Sheet 2/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 22S
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Reference marks

Reference marks

3. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate the rotor shaft B slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Press the lower ball bearing 126194
by means of the mounting tool 189976 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Set the cover E on the ball bearing
 Press the sleeve G with the rotor H on the rotor shaft B
(Look at marks for alignment)
 Press the upper ball bearing 126194
by means of the mounting tool 189976 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Set on ring F and tighten the screw M6
 Put the rotor shaft B in the lower cover A
and fix the cover E, tightening the 2 screws M3
 Put the rotor shaft with the lower cover A in the motor housing
and fix the lower cover A with 3 screws M5
Check:

After remounting, the rotor shaft B must have a light pre-tension
(pull by hand the rotor shaft B)

 Run the motor for 40 minutes each at the following speeds:
5'000, 15'000 and 22'000 min-1

181561
Sheet 3/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 45S
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1. Generalities
Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
Quick exchange service.
If a quick exchange is impossible due to lack of time,
the replacement may be undertaken by yourself,
following strictly these instructions:
 Use following tools:
- stipping-off tool
- mounting tool

125299
129889

 Most cleanness at the work place
 Ball bearings who have been stripped-off
may on no account be used again
 Never blow ball bearings out with compressed air,
nor wash them in a detergent
 Please take good notice of the above instructions
 If balancing will not be possible,
replace the entire rotor

144017
Sheet 1/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 45S
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2. Taking out the defectuous ball bearings
 Unscrew the 3 screws M5 in lower cover A
 Remove cover A with rotor shaft B and all bearings
from the motor housing

Attention! The two covers, C (on lower cover A) and D
must never be unscrewed!

 Take the rotor shaft B in the hand,
unscrew the screw M5 by means of a hexagon pin wrench
and remove ring F
 Strip-off by means of the stripping-off tool 125299
the upper ball bearing 233227 (C202H5C01),
the sleeve G with the rotor H
and the lower ball bearing 233227 (C202H5C01)
 Clean carefully all parts

144017
Sheet 2/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 45S
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Reference marks

Reference marks

3. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate the rotor shaft B slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Press the lower ball bearing 233227
by means of the mounting tool 129889 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Press the sleeve G with the rotor H on the rotor shaft B
(Look at marks for alignment)
 Press the upper ball bearing 233227
by means of the mounting tool 129889 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Set on ring F and tighten the screw M5
 Put the rubber ring 204995 and the rotor shaft B
in the lower cover A
 Put the rotor shaft with the lower cover A in the motor housing
and fix the lower cover A with 3 screws M5
Check:

After remounting, the rotor shaft B must have a light pre-tension
(pull by hand the rotor shaft B)

 Run the motor for 40 minutes each at the following speeds:
10'000, 30'000 and 45'000 min-1

144017
Sheet 3/3
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1. Generalities
Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
Quick exchange service.
If a quick exchange is impossible due to lack of time,
the remplacement may be undertaken by yourself,
following strictly these instructions:
 Use following tools:
- stripping-off tool
- mounting tool

125299
129889

 Most cleanness at the work place
 Ball bearings who have been stripped-off
may on no account be used again
 Never blow ball bearings out with compressed air,
nor wash them in a detergent
 Please take good notice of the above instructions
 If balancing will not be possible,
replace the entire rotor

144019
Sheet 1/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 45ST
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2. Taking out the defectuous ball bearings
 Unscrew the 3 screws M5 in lower cover A
 Remove cover A with rotor shaft B and all bearings
from the motor housing

Attention! The two covers, C (on lower cover A) and D
must never be unscrewed!

 Take the rotor shaft B in the hand,
unscrew the screw M5 by means of a hexagon pin wrench
and remove ring F
 Strip-off by means of the stripping-off tool 125299
the upper ball bearing 233227 (C202H5C01),
the sleeve G with the rotor H
and the lower ball bearing 233227 (C202H5C01)
 Clean carefully all parts

144019
Sheet 2/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 45ST
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Reference marks

Reference marks

3. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate the rotor shaft B slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Press the lower ball bearing 233227
by means of the mounting tool 129889 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Press the sleeve G with the rotor H on the rotor shaft B
(Look at marks for alignment)
 Press the upper ball bearing 233227
by means of the mounting tool 129889 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Set on ring F and tighten the screw M5
 Put the rubber ring 204995 and the rotor shaft B
in the lower cover A
 Put the rotor shaft with the lower cover A in the motor housing
and fix the lower cover A with 3 screws M5
Check:

After remounting, the rotor shaft B must have a light pre-tension
(push by hand the rotor shaft B)

 Run the motor for 40 minutes each at the following speeds:
10'000, 30'000 and 45'000 min-1

144019
Sheet 3/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 80S
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1. Generalities
Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
Quick exchange service.
If a quick exchange is impossible due to lack of time,
the replacement may be undertaken by yourself,
following strictly these instructions:
 Use following tools:
- stripping-off tool
- mounting tool

157026
157013

 Most cleanness at the work place
 Ball bearings who have been stripped-off
may on no account be used again
 Never blow ball bearings out with compressed air,
nor wash them in a detergent
 Please take good notice of the above instructions
 If balancing will not be possible,
replace the entire rotor

144021
Sheet 1/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 80S
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2. Taking out the defectuous ball bearings
 Unscrew the 3 screws M4 in lower cover A
 Remove cover A with rotor shaft B and all bearings
from the motor housing

Attention! The 3 screws M4 in cover C
must never be unscrewed!

 Strip-off by means of the stripping-off tool 157026
the upper ball bearing 233228 (C38H5C01)
 Strip-off by means of the cover D
the lower ball bearing 233226 (C100H5C01)
 Clean carefully all parts

144021
Sheet 2/3

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding motor 80S
S55-400-ATC

Reference marks

3. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate both rotor shaft ends slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Press the lower ball bearing 233226
by means of the mounting tool 157013 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Press the upper ball bearing 223228
by means of the mounting tool 157013 on the rotor shaft B
(Turn reference marks of the ball bearing outwards)
 Put the rubber ring 204994 and the rotor shaft B
in the lower cover A
 Put the rotor shaft with the lower cover A in the motor housing
and fix the lower cover A with 3 screws M4
Check:

After remounting, the rotor shaft B must have a light pre-tension
(push by hand the rotor shaft B)

 Run the motor for 40 minutes each at the following speeds:
30'000, 45'000 and 70'000 min-1

144021
Sheet 3/3
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Marks

Marks

Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
If this is impossible due to lack of time or to distances,
the replacement may be undertaken by yourself, very cleanly,
and following strictly these instructions.
 Worn bearings can never be used again
 Never blow out the bearings with compressed air (for cleaning)
nor wash them with a detergent

1. Disassembling of the ball bearings
 Remove clamping nut A
 Remove the 4 screws M3 of the lower part B, and take off top part C
 Block the rotor H with the supplied wrench
and loosen the screw M3 with a hexagon socket wrench.
Remove ring D
 Remove manually the bearing CR4HC01 (233329),
the jet ring E and the turbine wheel F
 Loosen and remove the 3 screws M3 from cover G
 Pull out from lower part B the turbine rotor H with bearings
 Clean the whole very carefully

157420
Sheet 1/2

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding turbine T10
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Marks

Marks

2. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate the rotor end slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Mount ball bearings CR4HDC01 on turbine rotor H.
(Notice: press only on inside ring,
the marks on ball bearings have to be turned outwards)
 Set the rotor H with bearings in the lower part B
 Set on cover G, and tighten with the 3 screws M3
 Mount turbine wheel F and jet ring E
 Press by hand the third bearing CR4HC01 (233329).
(The bearing marks have to be turned outwards)
 Put on ring D.
By means of the supplied wrench, block the rotor H,
and tighten the screw M3 with a hexagon socket wrench
 Assemble the both top and bottom parts B + C (Look at the marks)
and tighten them with the 3 screws M3.
 Screw on the clamping nut A
 Check, pressing by hand,
if the rotor H has a correct pre-tension after having been mounted
 Run the turbine at 1 bar [14.5 p.s.i.] during 30 minutes

157420
Sheet 2/2

REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding turbine T16
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Marks
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Replacement of defectuous ball bearings
should be carried out in principle only by HTT service places.
If this is impossible due to lack of time or to distances,
the replacement may be undertaken by yourself, very cleanly,
and following strictly these instructions.
 Worn bearings can never be used again
 Never blow out the bearings with compressed air (for cleaning)
nor wash them with a detergent

1. Disassembling of the ball bearings
 Remove clamping nut A
 Remove the 4 screws M3 of the lower part B, and take off top part C
 Block the rotor H with the supplied wrench
and loosen the screw M3 with a hexagon socket wrench.
Remove ring D
 Remove manually the bearing CR4HC01 (233329),
the jet ring E and the turbine wheel F
 Loosen and remove the 3 screws M3 from cover G
 Pull out from lower part B the turbine rotor H with bearings
 Clean the whole very carefully

164225
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REPLACEMENT OF BALL BEARINGS in grinding turbine T16
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Marks
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2. Mounting the new ball bearings
 Lubricate the rotor end slightly with MOBIL DTE 24
 Mount ball bearings CR4HDC01 on turbine rotor H.
(Notice: press only on inside ring,
the marks on ball bearings are turned face to face)
 Set the rotor H with bearings in the lower part B
 Set on cover G, and tighten with the 3 screws M3
 Mount turbine wheel F and jet ring E
 Press by hand the third bearing CR4HC01 (233329).
(The bearing marks have to be turned outwards)
 Put on ring D.
By means of the supplied wrench, block the rotor H,
and tighten the screw M3 with a hexagon socket wrench
 Assemble the both top and bottom parts B + C (Look at the marks)
and tighten them with the 3 screws M3.
 Screw on the clamping nut A
 Run the turbine at 1 bar [14.5 p.s.i.] during 30 minutes

164225
Sheet 2/2

REPLACEMENT OF THE FELT RINGS
on the grinding-spindle sleeve

E532
S55-400-ATC

A
B
C
D

Every 2 years,
replace the felt rings on the grinding-spindle sleeve as follows:
 Displace the grinding-spindle sleeve on STOP ON TOP
 Switch OFF the main switch 001 on the electric cabinet
 Take away the plate A for the stroke-length adjustment
 Take away the front cover B for the taper-angle adjustment
 Take away the plate C for the taper-angle adjustment
 Loosen the both black half-rings D
on the guide bushing of the grinding-spindle sleeve
(total 4 screws)
 Replace the felt rings
 Fix the both black half-rings D
 Mount the plate C
 Mount the front cover B
 Mount the plate A

See
4.3.1.1.3.8.

9. FAX FORM
Use of the fax form
 Make a copy of the fax form
 Complete all the rubrics on the copy
 Transmit the completed copy
to the fax number mentioned on the form

5.9.
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Fault Message
To:
Fax:

SERVICE-CENTER, AFTER-SALES SERVICE
++41 (0)32 342 25 36

Machine type:

Serial number:

Customer:

Attention:

Phone:

Fax:

Date:

Time:

Fault: precise definition, fault messages, tests already done, etc.

Machine repaired:
Date / Time:
Hauser Tripet Tschudin AG
Längfeldweg 107  CH-2500 Biel-Bienne 8  Phone +41 (0)32 344 11 52  Fax +41 (0)32 341 13 93
www.htt.ch  info@htt.ch

